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1.

Report on Business

St-Georges is developing new technologies to solve some of the most common
environmental problems in the mining industry.
The Company controls directly or indirectly, through rights of first refusal, all of the active
mineral tenures in Iceland. It also explores for nickel on the Julie Nickel Project & for
industrial minerals on Quebec's North Shore and for lithium and rare metals in Northern
Quebec and in the Abitibi region. Headquartered in Montreal, St-Georges' stock is listed
on the CSE under the symbol SX, on the US OTC under the Symbol SXOOF and on the
Frankfurt Stock Exchange under the symbol 85G1.
2.

Other Corporate matters

Iceland Mineral Licenses (St-Georges Iceland ltd)
Annual plans for multiple exploration campaigns and research & development initiatives
have been provided to the Icelandic authorities. Updates will be disseminated by way of
press release as soon as material information becomes available.
In April, Iceland Resources hired Efla
Consulting Engineers EHF http://www.eflaengineers.com/ as consultants in regards of
the Icelandic projects. At the end of April, Efla
did a series of drone flights over the
Thormodsdalur (Thor) project with the
purpose to take detailed landscape imagery
with high resolution for use in 3D modeling
and future environmental assessment work.
Efla is expected to do more detailed flights on
other tenements once snow clears in coming
weeks.
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Kings of the North subsidiary
In March, Magnor Exploration, a Company that specializes in exploration campaign
coordination and in project management, was hired to provide estimates and help with
the permitting process for the Winter House Gold Project and the Isoukustouc NickelCobalt-Copper Project later this year.
Initial surface samples collected by the same company in the Fall of 2017 were sent to
the lab and results used for initial evaluation. Gold indicators were found across the
whole land package. Additional surface work will be required this summer prior to a
potential drilling campaign in the fall. The project is found directly to the eastern
boundaries of the “Courcy” gold project owned by Stelmine Inc. (TSX-V: STH)
Kings of the North estimates at $1,600,000 the required budget for this year on the
WinterHouse project.
Below is a map showing the zones covered by the exploration team.
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Lithium Research Initiative
Third party mineral clays material has been received in Montréal and is currently being
used to conduct additional testing. As previously mentioned in a press release dated
December 27, 2017 St-Georges is in touch with exploration companies in order to
receive material from multiple site in order to further its knowledge of its extraction
process currently in development.
In early April, St-Georges was notified by Iconic Minerals, its partner in the development
of the Lithium in Clay extraction process in Nevada, that they received the authorization,
after regulatory review, to issue Iconic Minerals common shares to St-Georges as per
the agreement between the two companies announced in a press release dated
December 7, 2017
In early May the company’s metallurgical team received additional test results from SGS
Labs using some variation of the company’s proprietary process. Lithium Clay from
different sources was used. St-Georges metallurgists expect to be able to provide an
update on the commercial viability of the process in the beginning of the 3 rd quarter of
2018.
St-Georges Market Place
As previously disclosed in a press release dated January 4, 2018 and in previous
monthly reports, St-Georges is progressing in the software development of its
decentralized market place platform for commodities. The company plans to initiate
later this year the early tests of the platform and of the blockchain tracking software that
will allow vertical integration with it;
In April 2018, the company entered into a number of confidential Memorandum of
Understanding (MOU) with third party interested in listing commodities on the SX
Market Place. Governmental bodies in different jurisdictions have been approached to
study the feasibility of deploying SX blockchain-based market place in their jurisdictions.
ZeU Crypto Networks Inc.
ZeU Crypto Networks is a wholly owned subsidiary of St-Georges. The subsidiary was
created to host all core blockchain technology and smart contracts development and
commercialization efforts.
On one of the initiative, St-Georges’ management is actively working to deploy this
technology in partnership with ZeU in the domain of mineral commodity tracking and
trading. Significant software development efforts were conducted in the first quarter of
2018 in order to advance this platform that should allow mining and mineral related
businesses to enroll later this year. All other applications for the ZeU/Tiande technology
will be developed and deployed exclusively within ZeU following the final closing of the
assets acquisition from Tiande.
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On Jan 14, 2018, St-Georges announced that its subsidiary, ZeU Crypto Networks Inc.
entered into a non-binding letter of intent to acquire all of the Blockchain and Smart
Contract Technologies assets of Qingdao Tiande Technologies Inc., a Chinese private
company.
On February 26, 2018, St-Georges announced that, further to its January 15 and
February 8, 2018 (amendment to the LOI) press releases, its wholly owned subsidiary
ZeU Crypto Networks Inc. signed a definitive asset purchase agreement dated February
23, 2018 with Qingdao Tiande Technologies Limited and Beijing Tiande Technologies
Limited with the intervention of Guiyang Tiande Technologies Limited to purchase
substantially all the intellectual property of the Vendors.
In April 2018, St-Georges moved forward with its financial advisor Gravitas Securities
(See March 20th Press release) to identify financial partners and strategies for the
coming year. As part of the process, Gravitas launched an independent due diligence
process, part of which involved the review of the technology of ZeU, including visiting
the laboratories of Tiande in Beijing. A due diligence report from Gravitas is expected
before the end of May 2018. This report should allow St-Georges to overcome due
diligence difficulties faced by many interested financing parties in recent months who
lacked both the technical expertise necessary to independently review the technology
(permission-based blockchain protocol with big data connectivity), as well as, the
language expertise necessary to review legal and technical documentation.
Additionally, a procedural issue has been identified in which the issuance of a Title
Opinion, confirming the Intellectual Property transfer from Tiande to ZeU upon closing of
the transaction, is necessary prior to the completion of the due diligence. Management
is working on a solution that will allow this issue to be resolved in a timely manner within
the current month.
3.

Summary of activities:
-

New Contracts: None in April 2018.

-

There were no contract terminations or financing cancellations in April 2018.

-

Acquisition of asset: None in April 2018.

-

Acquisition of new customers or loss of customers: Refer to 2.

-

Brand names, circulation lists, copyrights, franchises, licenses, patents, software,
subscription lists and trade-marks: Refer to 2.

-

Employee hiring, terminations or lay-offs: The Company currently works with
consultants and sub-contractors.

-

Labour disputes: not applicable.

-

Legal proceedings: None in April 2018.

-

Indebtedness incurred or repaid by the Issuer: None in April 2018.
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-

Options, warrants and shares issuances: 250,000 shares were issued in
relation to the execution of warrants related to the private placement conducted
in December 2017.

-

Loans to Related Parties: Not applicable.
The board of directors is as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Frank Dumas, President, CEO & Director
Mark Billings, Chairman & Director
Herb Duerr, Director
Wei-Tek Tsai, Director
Enrico Di Cesare, Director
Gary Johnson, Director
Vilhjalmur Thor Vilhjalmsson, Director

Certificate of Compliance
The undersigned hereby certifies that:
1.

The undersigned is a director and/or senior officer of the Issuer and has been
duly authorized by a resolution of the board of directors of the Issuer to sign this
Certificate of Compliance.

2.

As of the date hereof there was no material information concerning the Issuer
which has not been publicly disclosed.

3.

The undersigned hereby certifies to CSE that the Issuer is in compliance with the
requirements of applicable securities legislation (as such term is defined in
National Instrument 14-101) and all CSE Requirements (as defined in CSE
Policy 1).

4.

All of the information in this Monthly Progress Report is true.
May 10, 2018
(Signed)

Frank Dumas
President, CEO & Director
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230 Rue Notre-Dame Ouest
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Contact Name
Frank Dumas
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Contact Telephone No.
CEO &
514 295 9878
Director
Web Site Address
www.stgeorgesplatinum.com

Contact Email Address
ceo@st-georgesplatinum.com
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